
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD BAND BIOGRAPHY

Make your band look professional with an effective and engaging bio page. Check out these examples to give you
inspiration!.

The Boring Stuff: Backstory, Influences, Song Meanings This section is primarily for your die-hard fans who
want as much possible information about you and for journalists doing their research. You can also include
some of your influences, back stories on songs on the record or any other interesting info. Get a few friends
who are willing to give you constructive criticism and let them read it through. It will help convert your
visitors into fans, as well as give bloggers and media a sense of who you are. Open with this. Add what you
sound like, then your influences. If you record a new album, play a big show, get an award, or anything else of
note, make sure you add it to your bio. But, right now, come up with something that sets you a part from
everyone else, but most importantly, is in line with your artist ethos and sound. Nobody cares if your grandma
and your girlfriend are impressed with you. And obviously reference well-known artists. Newest Project This
is where you talk about your latest project. Are you an avid reader of fantasy novels and now you write fan
fiction songs? But what about the keyboard player who always plays on your records and at your live shows
but hasn't officially been asked to join the band? Then pick two or three of the most impressive items, and
include those in your band bio. Don't Start at Birth The worst mistake musicians make in their bios is telling
their story from birth. Try Bandzoogle free now! Why not share this with your friends? Highlight the
Important Info This step is where you'll make the really crucial decisions about your musician bio. This will
help you shape a sentence or two as an introduction. Here are some key elements that you should have in your
bio to help get you started: 5 Key Elements to a Solid Band Bio 1. Trying to make it onto a major label? Then
choose two or three of the most impressive items, and include those in your band bio. Once your hook
intrigues your readers, your accolades showcase that you are an artist on the rise, worth paying attention to.
Creating a story about your band can come off as cheesy, pretentious and just plain dumb. What sets you
apart? Pick two or three artists people say you sound like and use that. By doing this, it gives them a frame of
reference. You explain your inspirations, accomplishments and offer a little bit of background information,
end of story. Media quotes Throwing in a quote from a reviewer to help describe your sound, or your latest
album, will lend some authority to your bio. Get into the background Include some relevant background
information, but keep it short. No typos Seriously, no typos. What is the biggest thing that stands out about
you right now? What do you want people to know? There's no need to go into so much detail.


